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The Devil’s Chessboard: Allen Dulles,  the CIA, and the Rise of America’s Secret
Government

By Prof. Edward Curtin, October 26 2015

[The Devil’s Chessboard by David Talbot] is a bold and profoundly important book, not only
for the portrait of the evil spymaster Allen Dulles, but even more so for its examination of
the legacy he spawned – the creation of a cabal hidden behind the public  face of  the
United States  government  that  secretly  runs  the country  today  on behalf  of wealthy
elites.

The Official 9/11 Myth: Pushing the Concept of “Islamic Terrorism”, Creating a False
Account of What Happened

By Kevin Ryan, October 26 2015

People sometimes wonder why is it important to investigate the alleged hijackers and others
officially  accused  of  committing  the  9/11  crimes.  After  all,  the  accused  19  hijackers  could
not have accomplished most of what happened. The answer is that the official accounts are
important because they are part of the crimes.

Washington Accuses Putin. Russian Airstrikes are Targeting “Our Guys” in Syria: CIA
Operatives, Military Advisers, Mercenaries, Special Forces, … Instead of ISIS Terrorists

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, October 26 2015

The Western media quoting US officials has reported that the Russian Air Force is not really
targeting ISIS terrorists. They are targeting CIA sponsored operatives inside Syria.

Ukraine’s  Debt  Default,  Kiev’s  Desperate  Financial  Maneuvers,  and  the  IMF’s
Backroom Deals
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By Valentin Katasonov, October 26 2015

Ukraine is headed straight toward a full-scale default on its public debt, which currently
totals $70 billion, of which $40 billion is owed to foreign creditors, about half of whom are
private  lenders,  while  the  others  are  official  state  or  public  entities  (such  as  foreign
governments  and  international  financial  institutions).

Netanyahu’s Latest  Ethnic Cleansing Scheme: Forcibly Displacing East Jerusalem
Arab Residents

By Stephen Lendman, October 26 2015

Israeli media report [that Benyamin Netanyahu] may revoke the longtime Arab population’s
permanent residency status, his scheme for curbing Israeli initiated violence, a sure-fire way
to increase it exponentially throughout the Occupied Territories.
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